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요 약. 분자 혹은 원자간의 충돌에 의한 light scattering 의 강도를 계산하는 이론식을 유도하 

였다, Argcm 을 예 로하여 적 은 진동수 shift 에 나타나는 좁은 분광 band 는 원자간의 장거 리 효과가 

이방성에 미치는 영향에 의한 것이고 큰 진동수 shift 에서의 넓은 분광 band 는 단거리 효과에 의한 

것임을 지적하였다.

Abstract. An analytic expression for the intensity of collision-induced light scattering obstain- 
ed by introducing both short-range and Lm몽-Tange effects on the induced anisotropy. By taking 
argon as a specific example, it is shown that a narrow band at small frequency shifts is caused 
by long-range effects, while a broad band in the far wing of the spectrum is due to short-range 
effects. The overall intensity is a synthesis of these two bands and does not follow a simple 
exponential form. As temperature increases, the intensity at large frequency shifts increases 
makedly, while at small frequency shifts it changes little.

It is known that in these collision-induced op
tical phenomena light scatters into a broad 
frequency band whose width is controlled by 
the duration of collision1 *̂3. The interpretation 
of the spectra of such depolarized light in 
terms of a suitable line-shape theroy is capable 
of providing information regarding the nature 
of the interactions. For collision-induced light 
scattering, one of the most frequently assumed 
forms for the variation of the incremental pol
arizability with interaction separation (r) is 
the point-dipole model4 *̂6 which gives the ind
uced anisotropy proportional to r"3, which is 

1. Introduction

Interacting pairs of atoms are capable of 
changing the polarization of incident light, 
whereas isolated atoms are not. Because of the 
distortion of the electronic structure during col
lision, the polarizability of colliding atoms is 
not the sum of the individual polarizabilities,
thus causing light scattered by optically isotro
pic gases and liquids to be slightly depolarized.
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valid at large separations. However, recent 
studies'"이2 show that short-range interactions 
make an important contribution to the induced 
anisotropy thus necessitating the introduction 
of both long- and short-range effects in calcula
ting spectral intensities.

In the present paper, we shall derive an an
alytic expression for the spectrum of scattered 
light including both long-- and short-range ef
fects on the polarizability in order to understand 
the relation between spectral line-shape and 
atomic (or molecular) interactions. By taking 
the variation of induced anisotropic polariza
bility with interatomic separation in a pair of 
interacting atoms by const/r9, we shall express 
the expression as a function of the frequency 
shift, temperature, and the impact parameter. 
The argon system at 90° and 300 °K will be 
considered.

2. Induced Anisotropy

At Small interatomic separations electronic 
overlap effects might become important, and 
such effects are expeted to be a much stronger 
function of r than the inverse cube law. Re
cently, use of the function which is proportional 
to r"9 has been made by Bucaro and Litovitz8 
in calculating the spectra of depolarized light 
in the model of depolarized light in the model 
of collision-induced light scattering; this func
tion is proposed on the basis of a deformable 
shell model for the overlap effect for argon 
atoms13. By including these effects, we express 
the induced anisotropy due to binary collisions 
in the form

繹으-+ 腔 ⑴

where the first term represents short-range effects 
on the polarizability, whereas 6a2/r3 is the well 
-known cube law term, a being the mean pola
rizability of a single atom. Actually the latter
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term is the leading contribution to the induced 
anisotropy at long range, and the effects of 
induced dipoles to higher orders4*9 are not in
cluded in Eq. (1). By comparing the calculated 
value of the second Kerr virial coefficient Bk 
for Ar for Eq. (1) with Buckingham and Du- 
nmufs experimental value12, we estimate14 the 
constant of the first term to be 一 2.46 *卢， 

where is the Lennard-Jones potential para
meter. Using the same experimental data in 
the method of spectral moments, Levine and 
Birnbaum10 estimate the short-range term to be 
-(2.83 a2/<73) (o/广)丄3. This r dependence of 
short-range effects tends to confirm that of Eq. 
(I). The values of the Kerr coefficient calcu
lated by these two models for short-range effects 
are very close to each other. For example, at 
296 °K, Bk calculated from p(r) ~ (6a2/r3) 
[1 — 0.41(<7/r)6J is 4. lx 10 12 esu and that from 
j(厂)= (6*/*丿〔1一.0.473(们7)硏3〕is 3.9X10T2 

esu, while the experimental value is (4. 6)
x 10^12 esu. We shall use Eq. (1) in obtaining 
information on spectral line-shape and the na
ture of the interactions in the following sections.

3. Intensity of Spectrum

3.1. General Expression. We now proceed 
to derive analytic expression for the intensity 
of spectra as a function of the frequency shift 
a), temperature T, and the impact parameter 
b; i. e., T, b'). Since we are interested in 
deriving the expression for non-zero impact 
parameter collisions, a three-dimensional colli
sion model will be employed11515. The tempera
ture enters into this expression through the 
average of collision-velocity dependent intensity

v9 b) over the velocity distribution. The 
energy spectrum of scattered light due to colli
sion is proportional to the squared-integral응

I $(£) exp 
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in which the function 前)given by Eq. (1) 
is parameterized in time t. The spectral inten
sity at any temperature can then be obtained in 
the form

J J N (v, l^db dv IE exp

where N (v, b) is the number of collisions per 
unit volume per unit time for which the impact 
parameter is b and the magnitude of the relative 
velocity is v:

N0 b>-2-bnAnB(^/kT)^2 (2/tt)1/2 
t?3exp(—/7V2/2kT), (2)

where nAl nB are the number of molecules per 
unit volume of the colliding particles, and 卩 is 
the reduced mass of the colliding pair. Since 
we are interested in deriving the intensity as a 
function of the frequency shift and temperature, 
as well as the impact parameter, the essential 
part of the integral for the intensity is

Z(o), T, ^)ocj v3 exp(― /2kT) dv j

J /3(x) exp (姑r)出 I (3)

The proportionality constant in this expression 
is difficult (if not impossible) to determine; 
however, it is independent of the pertinent 
variables appearing in the intensity.

With Eq. (1), the integral of the expression 
for the energy spectrum can be written in the 
form

f ,8($) exp(汕)必〔厂
J — 8 J —fia

exp (让说)出 丁 6a J (r ⑵〕-3exp 0血)dt

三 (4)

where c is —0.41。气 The integrals，and Z2 
represent, respectively, short-range and long- 
range effects on the induced anisotropy. Because 
the nature of these two interactions is different, 
we cannot use a single trajectory to parameterize 

the interaction distance r in time in the eva
luation of Eq. (4), In the next sections, we 
shall show the evaluation of these integrals.

3.2. Short-Range Effects. By use of the 
solution of the classical equation of motion in 
short-range, we have already evaluated the 
integral Assuming the interaction potential 
by the Lennard-Jones (12~6) function U (r) 
=4」D〔 (o/r) 頂一 (们/尸) 이 , we have obtained in 
ref. 15 the trajectory as

— i 2 (<j/14) (r/(7)7, (5》

and the integral as11

r _ 12a2c F go) ( p. \扩|우 iz
丿J ~TW/7)~

exp(-wr), ⑹'

Where 7 is denned as the collision time:

Tw)T貝榆+爵研湼二瓦* ⑺

Here E=~^v2 and r* is the largest root of the 

radical in the denominator. In Ref. 11, the 
collision time has been obtained as

..r(7/12) ( 1 a (40)1/12 ，(-订)

如(1/12)("2"丿一即一—TTV 
叽히

(专寸嚟鷲VW(知)'

网尸万希喜侦+… ⑻

where the first term is due to the repulsive 
energy of U 侦),while the second term results 
from the attractive energy; the third term dep

ends on the impact parameter.
3.3 Long-Range Effects. To determine the 

trajectory r (^) for the integral & we assume 
there is a distance tZ, which we will approxi
mate by a hard—sphere collision diameter and 
which may be estimated from the relation 
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4D ({a/d}12— (a/d} 6=kT. For b^>d, the paths 
are straight lines, whereas for b〉d, the paths 
consist of two straight-line segments. We shall 
apply the linear trajectory approximation: 
U)=(胪+事)1/2, where £=况.Substituting this 

relationship into Z2)we get

L= (6a" J (胪+潔)-3/2必拆球/时如 (9) 

which, by setting z/b^x, can be transformed 
into

I2= (6a2/fZ>2) J (14-x2) -3/2exp (z^) dx

=(12a%02)(l+@2)-3/2C0S (如;)ax (10)

where 히p. The integral in the second 

relation of Eq. (10) can be further transformed 
into Poisson's integral16:

J (1 + .2) - 3/2 cos (必Z：""；

= 3fexp[-专("令)」dy.

In terms of the Poisson representation, the in
tegral takes the form

/2= (&产/沥2)[exp[-*心 +을 )] dy, (11)

To carry out the integration of Eq. (11), we 
examine the ^-dependence of the integrand. 
The factor exp(—y/2) decreases as y increases, 
while exp (—护/2时 increases. Therefore, the 
integrand takes a maximum value at some 
intermediate value of y (say y^). Then, we 
can employ the Laplace method17:

J exp(f^y))dy=(:質)I 2

exp [/(>*)), (12)

where f y)= 一 务(y + * The value y* is the

solution of J” (:y*)=0, which is simply R. Since 
們)=一扩七 we find

&=6«2 (vb) 一 3/2 (2m〃)]/2exp(—r). (13)
Note that this expression cannot be used for 

the collinear case. To obtain an intensity ex
pression appropriate for such a case we can write 
the trajectory as r^d-^vt in Eq. (9); the deri- 
vatio교 is simpler than the present nonlinear 
oriented case18.

3.4 Thermal-Average Intensity. The energy 
spectrum integral now becomes

0아）exp（加以 = 쓰；X 卜管（ 2D）T

- j商万-exp (— 心) +-. p끄m :3 2

exp (—祯/0)
三exp(一少；)4-Br-3Z2exp(― v). '14)

The thermal average of this quantity over the 
velocity distribution can be decomposed into 
three parts:

f 7，exp( —々泸/2如丨 f §(M)exp(Mf)*
Jo i J-8

二二 /l[p3exp (— 2r.' r —-废广-)血

—짜:exp(一皇羿 — 쯔%) 血 

三三九十人+人， (15 /

For conveniecne we shall replace the velocity 

by the energy ancl write the energy

di용tribution functicmas (E/kT exp —E/kT) 
(dE/kT).

The integral Ji, which takes the ioxm A/kT'2 
J exp (—2(f)r — E/kT) EdEt has already been 

evaluated in Ref. 11. The result is

A J 19Ei* , 7 7(13/12) * ME*)/? 
exP[—W项网囱 一XL

___ r(17/I2)r(13/12)62£i*7z6
'7\11/12.' /'(19/12; (4D)l/6a2kT

I 95/91 y「广 13/12)3 d __ D 1
72 \114 丿「7(19/12) L kT 6kt ]

(16)
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where

&*=[需陽(4*(2矽产、砰

The integral J2 takes the form

Jl 诺-(을广 “5[-씨券)*
―応一「(17)

In the exponent the term -to^(/^/2E)1/2 is due 
to the long-range effect and 一位 is due to the 
short-range effect. The ratio of the former to 
the latter is [/X7/12;/r(l/12))^1/2 (、이b、)(A이

For At, Z)=119.8 아，and the ratio is 
0.320(、히" For b>at the effect of short-ran
ge interaction is significantly more important, 
so we shall take the first term of « as the 
leading term in using the Laplace method. By 
carrying out the integration, we obtain

r . 2AB (2^kT \i(心)3〃
‘2=w羿 E—1如—丿「2 I

f 19E2* 尸(1/12) 随;产3”2
exp|——沥一―尸互力访「蓦0庆必2酒、 

.7[ r(13/12> J2 (DE^Y2
히. 尸(19/12厂」 iT

_ 尸(17/12)尸(13/12) b2E^7/G
一~7\n7i^Ci97i2) (項)】/曲아尸

丄 95 / 91 丫「r(i3/12) 거—丄} 
+有("可)"网面」kT 2kT]

(18)

where

(专号(wy^kT

The third integral of Eq. (15) is

丿疽

while the Boltzmann factor exp(—£/^T) de
creases. The use of the Laplace method then 
yields

Z으*블') 飞
4시江 \U2 / 3E1* 
—矿丿吋(一矽

(20)

where E3*> the energy at which the integrand 
takes a maximum value, is (/z/2)1/3 {a)bkT)2/2, 
This integration now completes the evaluation 
of Eq. (15) for the thermal-average intensity.

4. Numerical Results and Discussion

To compute the quantity given by Eq, (15), 
which is propertional to the spectral intensity 
for Ar, we shall use the molecular constant19,20: 
(9=3.405 A, Z>=119.8 °K, and a=l. 663 A. 

The estimated value of the constant c appearing 
Eq. (4) is, as described in Section 2, 一 0・4h卢. 

Altouhgh the intensity can be calculated 
for arbitrary values of the impact parameter, 
we shall specifically consider the case 
where d is the solution of U(d)=hT. At 90° 
and 300°K, we find J=3.32 and 3.20A, res
pectively, which are not significantly different 
from the parameter °=3. 405 A. The magnitude 

of the intensity, of course, changes with the 
impact parameter; however, the general varia
tion of the shape of a spectrum with the fre
quency shift and temperature will remain essen
tially unchanged. The calculated values of the 
spectral intensity in arbitrary units are plotted 
in Fig. 1 as a function of the frequency shift 
at 90° and 300°K. (For convenience, we shall 
use the frequency > rather than the angular 
frequency o)in Fig. 1 and the discussion below). 
In the figure, also shown for comparison are 
the intensities calculated for purely long-range 
effects, 6a2/r3, and for purely short-range 
effects, 6a2 c/r9.

(19)

in which the factor exp〔一(湖(2声/归)'勺 of the 
integrand increases with E at low energies,

The spectrum of depolarized light consists of 
a narrow band at smalland a broad ba표d at 
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large The band at small > rapidly decreases 
with increasing frequency shift; it decays near- 
exponentially. By comparing this band with the 
broken curve shown in the figure, we readily 
identify it as the result of long—ra효ge interac
tions. As ’ continues to increase we now find a 
new broad band in the far wing of the spec
trum; this band, which also varies near-expo- 
nentially, is due to short-range effects on the 
polarizability. The figure clearly shows that the 
spectrum is a synthesis of two near-exponenti- 
ally decaying functions at small and large fre
quency shifts. These two functions meet at 
37 and 52 cm" for 90° and 300 °K, respectively. 
We also find at 90 °K that for、<30 cm_J short- 
range effects are negligible compared to long- 
range effects, while for y〉50 cm-1 long-range 
effects become negligible compared to the 
others. At 300°K, the two frequency ranges 
are '丿〈40cmT and v〉70cn「, respectively. It is 
interesting to note that the spectrum calculated 
for 6a2c/r9, which is short-range effects, seri
ously deviates from the near-exponential v de
pendence when the calculation is extended to 
small values of y； in parti이ilar, such calcula
tion can lead to a maximum values of the 
intensity at higher temperatures.

Both narrow and broad bands of the overall 
intensity can be approximated by the exponen
tial dependence of expAt 90 °K, from 
the slope of long-range effects on the polariza
bility, we 五효d >o—4.8 cm-i; from short-range 
effects (or at large frequency shifts) we obtain 
>o=17. 9 cm"1. At 300 °K, these two values are 
7.7 and 29.8 cm-1, respectively. We note that 

& obtained from the broad band is very close 

to four times that of the narrow band at both 

temperatures. As shown by Eq. (7), there is a 

well-defined collision time (i. e., the duration 

of colEsion) for short-range effects on the pola

rizability. The broad band at large frequency
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at 90° and 300°K. The broken and dotted 
curves represent the intensities calculated for 
long-range and short-range effects, respecti
vely. The solid curve is the overall intensity 
obtained from Eq. (15).

shift in Fig. 1 is due to these effects, and its 
width is controlled by the duration of collision, 
which takes the values of 1.8x 10~12 and 1.1 x 
10"12 sec, respectively, at 90° and 300°K ob
tained from the slopes. On the other hand, for 
narrow bands, there is no such naturally defin
able time parameter as shown in Eq. (13). 
However, from the slope of the near-exponen- 
tially decaying part at small we obtain the 
time parameters 6.9 x IO-12 and 4.3xl0-12 sec 
at 90° and 300 °K, respectively.

It should be noted that the overall value of 
the spectral intensity contains the contribution 
丿2, which is a negative quantity. Because of 
this term, the overall intensity is slightly less 
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than Ji at small values of y.

5. Concluding Statements

The above study shows that the wings of the 
spectrum of depolarized light do not follow a 
single exponential curve; they are syntheses of 
two near-exponentially decaying curves of the 
frequency shift. The study establishes the re
lation between each curve and the nature of 
(atomic or molecular) interaction. Narrow 
bands at small frequency shifts are due to long- 
-range effects on the induced anisotropy and 
broad bands at large frequency shifts are due 
to short-range effects. The analytic expression 
of the intensity for short-range effects is obta
ined with the trajectory which is determined 
from the repulsive part of the Lennard-Jones 
(12-6) potential, while that for long-range 
Sleets are determined in terms of the linear 
trajectory approximation. In the former expre
ssion, the effect of attractive forces is included 
in the derivation of the collision time.

As temperature increases, the spectral inten
sity at large frequency shifts increases much 
more significantly compared to that at small 
frequency shifts, thus resulting broader bands 
at higher temperatures.
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